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Abstract 

We study the filtering problem for the stochastic volatil-

ity model of Heston by using the nonlinear estimation 

th田 ry.To solve the estimation problem for the stochas-
tic volatility process， we use the random time change 
method. The derived basic equation for the filtering is 

the so-called Zakai equation and its numerically realized 
algorithm is proposed with the aid of the splitting-up 
method. Regarding the European call option problem， 
the identification of the market price of the volatility 

risk is also studied. 80me numerical simulation studies 

are demonstrated to show the advantage of the pro-

posed method. 

1 Introduction 

The problem of non linear filtering plays an important 

role in stochastic control with many applications (see 

Bensoussan for details). As stated in [1， p.ll1] we have 

still an open problem that the observation mechanism 

is given by 

(1.1) dYt = h(町 )dt+σ(Xt)dω 

i.e.，σdepends on the signal process Xt. For the simple 
scalar case， it is easy to show that 
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Hence if Xt is continuous in t a.s.，we have 

川 )d(zhiル 21t

ysdys) 

In practice we can realize (1.2)拙

(1吃 lU471一昨)1

2
→fσ2川崎n→∞

in probability 

Hence the case when σdepends on Xt is out of the usual 
non Iinear filtering category. 
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In this paper， we separate the estimation of the 
stochastic volatility process and the identification of the 

volatility risk for the option pricing. Noting that the 

formula (1.4) is not nume山 allyrobust， we propose the 
alternative filtering equation by using the random-time 

change and the non linear filtering theory. The identi-
fication of the volatility risk is next performed by using 

the estimated volatility and market price of options 

2 乱10tivatingdiscussion 

First we consider the following simple Heston model 

where a stock St is governed by 

dSt μStdt + FtStdWt 
d σ α(m-σt)dt + v何 {ρdW;+ y'lヲ2dWe}

where Wt and W; are mutually independent Brownian 
motion processes. The stock price St is usually observ-
able but the volatility σt is not. 80 we need to estimate 

σt仕omthe observed process St. Now we define 

日=同三
"'::>0 

Hence， by using Ito's lemma， we have 
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It is easy to show that 

ロ2) マ-21t 

YsdYs = lt

円

Theoretically it follows from (2.2) that 

~. {}~2 _ 2 r乙dYs}=σt aふ
dt l む ん J 

(2.3) 

because σt is continuous w.p.1. However as was ex-

plained in [2]， the algorithm (2.3) is only of theoretical 
interest andcan not be applied in a practical situation. 
However (2.2) seems to be useful to obtain the ~。 σsds
process. Here we present a simulation study to explain 
the point. 
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Now let仇 bethe inverse function of We set Example 2.1 

t→ Jσs 
α= 0.01，β= 1，p = -0.1，μ= 0.3 

αnd 
By using this random time change， (2.1) becomes 

ロ伯=九t=ft(αート)ds+ 1"'" fo;d民

= 1t

(去-;)ds+同

dt rv 10-4 

By using the usuαl finite diffe1'ence method with 1'espect 

to t，ωe szmt山te(2.2). From Figs.l αnd 2，ωe find thαt 
the α19orithm (2.2) seems toω 1'kωell. Ho四回l'(2.3) 
does not wo1'kαs zsα.ppα1'ent jヤomFig.3. 

From (2.4) we obtain yt-process shown in Fig.4 
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Figure 4: Original and transformed data 

σσφ" 

Hence， denoting 

(2.5) 

we have the following transformed system 

dO't =α(苧 l)dt + v{ρdW; + YIて河川}
σt 

抗=(ま -;)dt+州

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

a・0I，4r一一一

The filtering pro blem 3 
Figu1'e 2: Erγ01' of estimαtes 

The Zakai equation 

Now we consider the usual filtering problem for (2.6) 

and (2.7). It is easy to show that 

3.1 

ι p(t)(f) 
E{J(ゐ)I.1'[}=一一一

p(t)(l) 
(3.1) 

where p(t) is a solution of the Zakai equation 

dp(t) + A*p(t)dt + s*p(t)dyt = 0 

and where 

;:)2.. 丸山 ん町、

(33)Au=-YSZ2+α(三-1)元一三2'u

su=す -j)u+川平安

(3.2) 

事

司
・1

・2
・E
一。

(3.4) 
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Figu1'e 3: Estimate from (2.3) 



Hence using that we get the inverse mappingゆ一1(t)， 
we have 

(3.5) 
p(ct-1(t))(f) 

E{J(σt)IF{} = 
p(ゅー1(t))(1)

3.2 Approximation of the Zakai equa-
tion 

In the real time world， we work with sampled data. We 
set the sampling periodムs・Thenat each time iムsfor 
i = 1，2γ ・.， we get the observation data yiム Hence
in the random transformed world， we have 

(3.6) to = 0 

(3.7) ti+1 = ti +ムi(ω)

where 

r(i+1)ムs

(3.8)ム(ω)=Y(?+1)ι -Y;1， -2 I 乙dYs.
Jid.， 

By using the splitting-up method proposed by Benssou-
san et. al [3] and [4]， the derived Zakai equation is 

approximated as follows: for t ε[ti， ti+1 [ 

dp~7)(t) I (A* I 1D*D*dπ) 
(3.9) 一一一 +(A移+ポ*B*)pi~，! (t) = 0 dt . ，-- . 2 

(3.10) φ2)(t)=-Bヲ幻(t)0 d)It 

where 0 denotes the Stratonovich integral and 

(3叫 pit)(む)= Pi 

(3.12) pthti) = P叶 1/2=点)(ti+l一 0)

(3.13) Pi+1 =点)(ti+1一O;n)po=po 

The solutωn of (4.9) becomes 

(3.14)ぷ)(t) =叫 {I(ーと一一 1)odた}
t， 'Z(s，t;x) 

xpt;(ti -O，Z(ti，t;X)) 

where 

(3.15) dZ(r， t; x) = -vJlて子odた
(3.16) Z(r， r; x) = x 

It is easy to show that 

(3.17) Z(r， t; x) = x -vJlて子(丸一色)

and 

(3.18) r c-" /L， ，-~) 人 Z(s，t;x) 2ノ

μ ，-_rx-vJlて予言()It-)It，)、
vJl二子一bl X 

-j(良一色)
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Hence the explicit solution of (4.9) becomes 

/π) ，~\ r X-vJlて芦(丸一九)ーづ』
(319)ph(t)={Z V A-r 

× 州 -i(日一日)}

×ph)(t叶 1ー O，x-vJlて子(丸一丸))

Equation (4.8) also becomes 

θ'pi~ht) 1_L2å2pi~(t) 
(3.20) 一→一一ーの=--7一θt 2 -，.. ax2 

/..L 1θ'p~~; (t) 
+{α(竺-1)-vJlて子(丘一一)}一→ー

2 θz  

サ(f-j)2+juJて子会-占}仰)=。
for t ε[ti， ti+d 

3.3 Convergence results 

It is possible to show the convergence property of the 

splitting up algorithm given by (3.19) and (3.20) from 
the basic results given by Benssousan et. al. [3]. Here 
we assume that for some E > 0 

(3.21 ) δ(t)ε]E，∞[= R; aふ forall t 

Now we set 

v = {利ゆ ξ H1(R;)，CT(E) = O} c H = L2(R;) 

仁 v'= dual of V 

In this subsection， let (!1， F， P) be a probability space 
on which Y is a standard Brownian motion process and 

Ft = F{. 

Theorem 3.1 Assume thαt 

(3.22) 

αnd 

(3.23) 

Hence 

p。ε H

P1，i(t; n， x)1ー=0

p(n) 
1i 

p~π) 
2i 

d)(t)JZ)(t) → 

P in L}(T; V) stro吋 ly

P in L}(T; H) stro吋 ly

p(t) in L2(0.; H) 

strongly 'Vtε [O，T[ 

3.4 Simulation studies 

We will present some simulation results. We set 

α= 1.5μ= 0.4 m = 0.2 v = 0.2ρ= -0.2 



The spatial region is set as x E]0.01，0.6[ and Zakai 
equation (3.20) is discretized with respect to the spatial 

variable x such that 

d.x = (0.6 -0.01)/400 

In Fig.5， the observation data yt is presented. 

Figure 5: Observation data た

The estimated process E {σt[FF} and true value are 
plotted in Fig.6. In Fig. 7 a sample process of p(t，x) 
is also demonstrated. 

Figure 6: True and estimated volatility processes 

Figure 7: The solution of Zakai equat;on 

4 Identification of the Market 

price of the Volatility Risk 

Now we shall proceed to the asset pricing problem. Fol-

lowing Fouque et.al. [5]， we assume that the market 
consists of a stock St and a bond Bt 

( 4.1) dBt = rBtdt， Bo = 1. 

Let us now try to construct equivalent martingale 

measures. Set 

( 4.2) 

(4.3) 

年 同 +lt

提出
町=同+ltγ

sds 

where γs is the scトcalledrisk premium factor or the mar-
ket price of volatility risk. By Girsanov's theorem Wt 

and W; are independent standard Brownian motions 
under the measure p"I defined by 

( 4.4) 
dp"I 1 1 rT μ-r，2. 2 
一一=exp(一一 I{[r-~ [~+ぜ}ds
dP ん YUs

，T ，T 

-I 三一一dW.- I 叫dW~)'
んゾ万二 叫ん

Then， under P"I， the stochastic equations (2.1) and(2.1) 

become 

dSt = rStdt + y'a;StdWt 

dσt = [α(m一円)-vJ石川+V1て戸芸)]dt)、jUt

+vy'a;(Jlて子dWt+ρd耐

We consider a European derivative security given by 
its P可 offfunction h(x) and its maturity time T. Any 
allowable choice of γleads to an equivalent martingale 
measure p"I and possible no arbitrage derivative price 

is a function of the stock's present value St and the 
present volatility σt such that 

(4.5) u(t，St，σt iγ) = E"I{h(ST)[St，σd 

where v is a solution of 

θU(T， x， Yiγ) . 1_2θ2U(T， x， Yiγ) 
( 4.6)θT+EZ  U θx2 

12FU(T，X，Yiγ) . .._.. ~ーメ2U(T， x， Yiγ) 
~v4y -'~..;J ' '1 +vxyy1-ρl 

θy2 
. --" v - rθνθz 

+吋巾{いα(仲mト一 U十)ト一叫叫附阿

( 4.7) 

+rx
θU(T，X，ν;γ) 

θZ 

×
θU(T，X，yν?γ) 

^ 
θY 

u(T， x， Yiγ) = h(x). 

In practice， to obtain the asset price仕om(4.6) and 

(4.7)， we need to estimate γand the volatility σt. In 



[5， p.50]， the current volatility is estimated from the 
historical data. Then the volatility riskγis identified 
from some derivative data and (4.6). In this section， 
this practical econometric method is reformulated from 
viewpoint of the filtering and optimal control theory. In 
practice， it is possible to obtain some call option price， 
say uPBS. 80 we use this data to estimate the market 
price of volatility risk γfrom the following cost: 

(4.8)J=EufBS{lu(t，St，σt;γ) -ufBSI2IF{} 

where the expectation E {.} stands on the original mea-

sure P. As is stated in the previous section，σt is also 
Ff-measurable through the algorithm (2.3). 80 the 
precise meaning of J is given by 

(4.9Y=EufBS{|u(t，eη，at;γ) -ufBSI2IF[} 

where we set So 1 and i =ゆ-l(t).Hence assum-
ing that the solution of Zakai equation has a density 

pd(i， d)， we have 

(4.10)J= 1OOlu(t，St，d;'Y) 一PP門 S刊叩怖Sl2pd(内仇削2ヤ弘切p向似山dバ(

/100

山 )dδ

Now our problem is to find 

(4.11)γf(T，X，y) = arg min1'EAdmissible setJ 

Hence if we achieve the optimal γf， 

件12)u(t， St; 'Yn = 100 

u(t， St， a; 'Yn山)耐

/1
00

山)必

is a minimum mean-variance asset price. 
Now it is possible to construct a replicating portfolio 

of(4.12) 

4.1 Necessary Condition for γf 
Regarding the risk functionγ 回 acontrol variable， the 
identification of γbecomes a following optimal control 
problem: 
(8ystem equation) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

θU(T) 
ヲ7+ι1'U(T)= 0， t < T < T 

where ζ1'(・)is defined by (4.6) 
(Cost) 

u(T) = h 

(4.15) j =ト(t)-ufBS， 5川 u(t)一UfBS))

where 

川 2)= 100 100

山 ωψ2(X，y)dxdy 

and 

5s， = 5(St -x) 

Let the class of admissible control be denoted by 

Ad = {γ:γis a bounded function W .r.t x αnd y} 

Theorem 4.1 The optimαlγf is chαracterized by the 
following vαnαtionαl inequality:Vγε Ad 

f …T) 
(ザ(T)一γ(T)，vy/yp --å~' / u叫 (T))dT~ 0 

where 

UO(T) = U(T，X，y;γn 
αnd theαdjoint process uαφ(T) is gi 

βUadi(ヶ1
(4.16ト寸ケ+乙石川(T)= 0， t < T < T 

(4.17)uαの(t)= 5(St -x)pd(i， Y)(UO(t) -ufBS) 

Remark 4.1 To reαlize the optirr叫 γf(T，X，y)，the 
gradient method mαy be α，pplied . 

5 Simulation Studies 

In this section， using Hesto山 setting[6] we assume 
that the market price of the volatility riskγis given by 

(5.1) γ=入ν

where入isan unknown constant. We also set 

h(x) = (x -K)+ 

Hence the explicit form of the solution to (4.6) is given 
by 

(5.2) u( T， X， y;均)= XFl -Ke-rT
F2 

where for j = 1，2 

1 ， 1 r∞ fj(ゆ)exp( ゆlogK)
FI==+-l Re( ， )dゆ

z πJo up 

ん(ゆ)= exp[Cj(α，bj， djgj， T，ゆ)+ Dj(bj， dj， T，ゆ)ν+坤logx]

and the other parameters are listed in [6]. 

In order to make the observation data upBS for call 
option price， we used the simulation data of St and σt 
in 8ection III.4. 8etting K = 100 and T = 5， we obtain 

tLfBS=叫T-t，35St，σ; 0.1σt) 

where u is given by (5.2). This data is shown in Fig.8 
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Figure 8: Observed call price 

To illustrate our method better， let us compare it 
with the conventional approach. By using the call price 

data and the function form given by (5.2)， the implied 
volatility and the unknown入areestimated in the con-
ventional approach by minimizing 

(5.3) IU(T， Sr， y，入ν)_ u?BSI2 

with respect to入andy. With the aid of the optimiza-
tion toolbox of MATLAB，i.e.， fminserach.m， we got the 
implied volatility y and the parameter estimateλTo 
compare this conventional method with the idea pro-
posed in this paper， we do not use the optimization 
technique in Section IV but use a simpler optimization 

procedure instead. So we introduce the simplified cost; 

Jsimp(入)= IU(T，SnO"nAO"r) _u?BSI2， 

where O"r is given by E{σrIF.;}. By using the MAT-
LAB optimization toolbox， we have 

(5.4)入。 =αrgminλJsimp(入). 

In Fig.9， the implied volatility y， the minimum variance 
estimate E{σt 1Ft} and its true val田 areshown. These 
initial values are set at the same value. The implied 
volatility seems to keep a constant bias. 

The estimated values of the unknown constant入are
show in Fig.10. From this result， we find that the newly 
proposed technique generates better results than the 
conventional estimate. 

Figure 9: Estimated volatility processes 
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Figure 10: Estimated入oand its true value 

6 Discussions 

At each time t， the asset pricing function is calibrated to 
fit the observed asset price by using the risk function γ 

出 thetuning parameter. Simulation studies show that 
the hedging by using the derived pricing function will 
work well in practice. 

The whole procedure proposed here is a mathe-
matical justified extension of the formal econometrical 
method used in practice. 
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